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CHAIRMAN’S MESSAGE

Prof. Ashok Jhunjhunwala, Chairman

“INDIA NEEDS INNOVATION
DIRECTED TOWARDS THE LIFE
OF ITS RURAL PEOPLE AND
ITS BOTTOM HALF”
RTBI along with the other incubators at IIT
Madras, IITMIC, Bio-incubator and Med-Tech
Incubator, are by far the leading incubation
eco-system in the country. Located at IITM
Research Park, one of the finest places
for

industry-academia

collaboration

and

innovation, it has a special role to play in
the country. India needs innovation directed
towards the life of its rural people and its
bottom half.
The domains of energy, water, wastehandling,
agriculture, education & health care continue
to have a crying need for transformation.
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RTBI has to find young people who would

India needs to work to replace diesel/petrol

take up work in these areas and help

and coal from other sectors. A significant

them blossom. In one way, it has done

section of the population in India uses Liquid

well, but seen from the perspective

Petroleum Gas for cooking.

of what humanity needs, it has a long
The lower-income homes, however, still use

way to go.

biomass and coal. This has a severe adverse
India has the potential of being the

impact on the health of people, especially

first

to

women and children, in these homes. We need

become fossil-free. The world’s future

to replace this with electric cookers driven

requires it. Being a large and diverse

by decentralized solar cookers.Similarly, we

country, completely replacing fossil-fuel

need to work with industry, small and large, to

with renewables is a very large task.

replace all kinds of fossilfuel with renewable

But getting there would significantly

electricity. RTBI should focus on this task

contribute to a future for the earth.

in the coming years. It should become an

Centralized

incubator driving fossil-free India.

major

country

Solar

in

and

the

world

wind

power

already have cost-parity with the power
from fossil fuel in India.
What is needed is
(i) decentralized power generation and
(ii) grid and decentralized storage, so
as to be able to cater to the power needs
at all times of the day. There is already

“India has the potential
of being the first major
country in the world to
become fossil-free”.

a major move to get electric vehicles
to replace petrol/diesel vehicles in the
country. Difficult as it may sound today,
this is possible with some clear vision at
the national level, coupled with scores
of startups doing hard work.
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MESSAGE FROM CEO
Dr. Tamaswati Ghosh
CEO, IITM’s RTBI and IITM Incubation Cell
This has been another memorable

activities at IITM. Today RTBI is an integral part of the

year at RTBI, the first official

IITM entrepreneurial ecosystem synergizing with other

incubator at IIT Madras, formed

incubators and student and Institute initiatives. This

with a mission to give back to the

is placing on record with appreciation and gratitude,

society by leveraging technology

the contributions by all the team members, past and

and innovation. RTBI pioneered

present, and mentors/faculty members who have

technology entrepreneurship

inspired and guided this journey. In particular, the

with a social vision at a time

core vision and guidance by Prof. Ashok Jhunjhunwala

when there were few other such

(Chairman) continues to inspire the team to take on

initiatives both at IITM and the

newer challenges for a wider impact.

country at large, leading to Startup
solutions leveraging such cutting-

Over the last year, RTBI has taken important and

edge themes as analytics, voice-

positive measures to meet the challenges associated

recognition software and IoT in

with a burgeoning Startup ecosystem, as

the farm sector well before others.

new entrepreneurs now have a host of Incubators to

Today, several of these companies

choose from, even at IITM. RTBI is harnessing core

continue to flourish and expand,

competencies in areas such as energy, agri- and

setting up base not only all over

financial- technologies, and education mediated

India, but also finding markets

by ICT for rural and social segments. As a mature

and contributing to the rural and

organization entering the 12th year of operations, I

societal capital across the world,

see RTBI remains ever more relevant, helping solve

including Africa.

some of the world’s vital social and technological
challenges through entrepreneurial approaches.

The RTBI experience has been

Incubation support could be the vital keg in ensuring

crucial for deepening the Startup

the survival and scale-up of Startups in the social

movement across India, and a

domain where the challenges are high, with

springboard for the proliferation of

slower growth and RTBI is fully geared to support

culture of tech entrepreneurship

entrepreneurs in this space!

and Incubation-related
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www.incubation.iitm.ac.in/about-us/management

VISION

MISSION

IITM’S RURAL TECHNOLOGY AND

OUR ENDEAVOUR IS TO PROVIDE A HOLISTIC

BUSINESS INCUBATOR (RTBI)

ENVIRONMENT TO EXCEPTIONAL SOCIAL

AIMS TO PROMOTE AND SUPPORT

ENTREPRENEURS BY ENABLING ACCESS

TECHNOLOGY VENTURES WITH

TO WORLD CLASS MENTORSHIP, CAPITAL,

FOCUS ON INDIGENOUS INNOVATIONS

BUSINESS SUPPORT SERVICES AND

WITH POTENTIAL FOR COMMERCIAL

COLLABORATION WITH THE IITM COMMUNITY

SUCCESS. AND SOCIAL IMPACT

– NO.1 ENGINEERING INSTITUTE IN INDIA

FROM IITM AND WIDER SOCIETY
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RTBI OVERVIEW
IIT Madras’ Rural Technology and Business Incubator (RTBI) is registered as a not-for
profit Society (under Section 10 of the Tamil Nadu Societies Registration Act, 1975). It
was established on 16 th October 20 06 with the support of Department of Science and
Technology (DST), Govt. of India, and World Bank’s Infodev arm.

IITM’S,first sector-specific Incubator with a focus To incubate tech ventures
From very early ideation Stages, to gain competitive Advantage to organically
Grow, scale and compete At a global level.

RTBI INCUBATION PATHWAY
The RTBI Incubation Process Pathway visualizes incubatees entering in at either the
preincubation or incubation stage of their startup journey.

VENTURE IN
EARLY STAGE
GRADUATION
EXPLORATORY
PHASE ---------------------> MAKING ------------------> VENTURE -----------------> FROM INCUBATOR

PRE-INCUBATION

INCUBATION

RTBI has followed an exploratory initiative

RTBI believes that business incubation

approach akin to pre-incubation supporting

is the strategy and methodology for rural

young, potential entrepreneurs to identify,

and social development by impacting

develop and implement solutions addressing

capacity building, income generation

specific social or rural problems. In this process,

and enablement of services. RTBI as part

incubatees benefit from RTBI’s networks and

of the larger IIT Madras innovation and

resources within IIT Madras, as well as its

incubation ecosystem, seeks to enable

own in-house knowledge base and expertise

design, development and deployment of

in various domains. This effort often creates

innovative technology solutions for rural

valuable market, business and customer insights

and underserved segments of society.

for potential entrepreneurs and helps them

Recently, it is also focusing on providing

make the successful transition to incubation

specialized support to startups working
in areas of immediate national relevance

• To date, RTBI has filed 9 patents jointly with academic
institution partners and/or incubatees, some of which

such as agriculture, green energy, water,
waste management and edutech.

have beenlicensed to RTBI startups.

With 12 years of incubation experience, learnings from RTBI are crucial
for growth and success of newer incubators at IITM
Works closely with IITM’S nodal incubator - IITM Incubation Cell To co-create incubatee support infrastructure
Annual Report 2017-18 | 8

STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES
In operation for close to 12 years, RTBI has incubated 50 companies till date. RTBI
startups work in areas of national/societal importance such as solar/DC/off-grid
power solutions (green buildings, 24x7 electricity to remote areas, energy efficient
appliances), water & wastewater management, education & skill development,
agrispace innovations (ICT platforms linking farmers to buyers, farm tools & IoT based
farm automations) and speech recognition solutions for enterprises. With renewed
support for entrepreneurship in the country recently, RTBI is ideally positioned to play
a valuable role in fostering the growth of many more startups with the aspiration of
creating a much needed rural and social impact.

OUR WORK IN NUMBERS
VENTURES
INCUBATED:

50

2017–18

INCUBATIONS

2

PREINCUBATIONS

1

CURRENT
INCUBATEES

10

2016–17

INCUBATIONS

GRADUATION

JOBS CREATED BY OUR
STARTUP COMPANIES:

27

2016–17

INCUBATIONS

CLOSURES
INACTIVE

2

13

1113

SEED SUPPORT
PROVIDED BY RTBI
(AS GRANTS / CONVERTIBLE

CUMULATIVE
TURNOVER IN 2016-17
(30 STARTUPS ARE

LOANS / EQUITY)

REVENUE MAKING)

` 6.58

5

18 STARTUPS RAISED ANGEL
/ VC INVESTMENTS

` 104 Cr

` 272 Cr

RTBI has been receiving a consistent stream of applications, mainly in the domains
of agriculture, education and renewable energy. In the year 2016-2017, it received
50 online applications and has so far incubated 6. This year RTBI hopes to increase
the number of applications through its various networking and outreach efforts, and
successfully incubate 10 or more innovative social/rural ventures.
RTBi / IITM’S Rural Technology and Business Incubator | 9

THEMATIC AREAS

Agri-tech

Edu-tech

Water

Transport

Health

Energy /
Renewables

Waste

Livelihood

Management

RTBI is constantly exploring ways to build and deploy Technology,
with a clear focus on solving critical Challenges in rural india and
with potential to scale To national and global levels
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PRE-INCUBATION
FT - MOTORS PVT. LTD
Domain: Transportation/ Electric Vehicles

www.sinamobility.com

In 2015-2016, RTBI also introduced the pre-incubation programme with the intent of
helping ventures that are in very early ideation stage. Pre-incubation provides young
entrepreneurs a pathway from proof-of-concept stage to a ready product, with an
understanding of the market potential, at which stage RTBI could consider them
for incubation. This year, RTBI has incubated a venture in the transportation/electric
vehicles space.

Founder : Rishabh completed his Automotive designing course from
SPD, Italy, and thesis under Volkswagen. He has worked for more than
10 months as an Automotive Designer before starting the venture.

Rishabh Sinha

Founder : Adnan completed his MBA in Marketing from Cambridge
International School, UK and has worked for more than 5 years as a
Marketing Manager for Volkswagen, Bangalore.

Adnan Hashmi

About the Company:

About the Product:

Sina Mobility aims to provide

Current product is a self-balancing electric

next-generation advanced and

motorcycle that prevents the vehicle from falling due

ecofriendly transpor tation solutions.

to bad roads, skidding, etc. The vehicle also has a
fully enclosed cabin fit with seatbelts, airbags, etc.
for enhanced protection.
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Tech2Farm is an innovation challenge organized by the Mechanical Engineering
Association of IITMadras, open to students from various engineering colleges.
Innovations by the participating student teams revolved around technologyenabled solutions to address specific agricultural problems.
Winning teams were pre-incubated by RTBI
PROJECT SUMMARY

TEAM: WASTED POTENTIAL

COLLEGE: IIT JAMMU

Weed Uprooter — A unique solution proposed to uproot weeds
grown in fields. Most weed removers in the market cut the weed
only from top. This device removes it along with the roots and is
unique in its way of operation, and thus prevents the weed from
growing again.

PROJECT SUMMARY

TEAM: TECH HARVESTERS

COLLEGE: IIT MADRAS

Palm Tree Climber — This palm tree climber uses the human
method of climbing and has a remote controlled arm that
replicates motion of the human arm, offers great flexibility of
operation and can easily be used to complete the job remotely.

PROJECT SUMMARY

TEAM: SURVIVA

COLLEGE:

RAMCO INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, RAJAPALAYAM

Support for Banana Trees — An economical solution to prevent
damage of banana trees due to wind, without any side effects.

PROJECT SUMMARY

TEAM: TRYASRA

COLLEGE:

MARIAN ENGINEERING COLLEGE, MENAMKULAM

Nutmeg Harvester — Nutmeg harvesting is a very laborious job.
This solution provides a simple mechanical system to harvest
nutmeg simply by standing on the ground. This is cost effective
and simplifies the job to a great extent.

PROJECT SUMMARY

TEAM:

THE FAST &
THE FURIOUS

COLLEGE:

SRI MANAKULAVINAYAGAR ENGINEERING
COLLEGE, PUDUCHERRY

Pepper harvester cum collector — Pepper collection is a very laborious job and has no
solution in the market to help farmers collect and harvest pepper. This solution solves exactly
what it claims in a very simple way.
Annual Report 2017-18 | 12

NEW STARTUPS
FUCHSIA GIRAFFE
INNOVATIONS PVT. LTD.
Domain: Animal Healthcare

www.animapp.in

/animappin

/animappin

/animapp

/animapphealth

Founder : Sagar Sheth, 23, is a Civil Engineering graduate from
SRM University. He is also an Honorary Animal Welfare Officer (HAWO)
registered with the Animal Welfare Board of India.

Sagar Sheth
About the Company:
AnimApp is a one-of-its-kind company
that strives to enhance the efficiency
of animal healthcare in India through
its technology ecosystem.

About the Product:
AnimApp has two products, namely: CARE for
veterinarians: CARE is a veterinary powerhouse for
small and medium veterinary clinics. CARE is made
for easy documentation, quick consultations and
integrated workflows. TAIL for pet parents: TAIL is
a mobile app for pet parents to track their pets’
health, preventive care and book online
appointments to the vet.

Initial Traction: CARE has been adopted by 10 Chennai-based veterinarians.
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VAAYUSASTRA
AEROSPACE PVT. LTD.
Domain: Education Technology

www.vaayusastra.com

/vaayusastra

/vaayusastra

/vaayusastra

/vaayusastra

Founder : Jagadeesh Kanna, a post-graduate in Aeronautical
Engineering and professional theatre artist, script writer and director
with more than 7 years of experience.

Jagadeesh Kanna
About the Company:
Vaayusastra is an education company

About the Product:
•

that trains students in fundamental
science, imparted through a mix of
theatre arts and practical sessions

Monthly/Weekly workshops for children
aged 4 to 14.

•

Training sessions integrated into
the school curriculum.

rooted in aeronautics.
•

Sale of products – paper planes, wooden gliders
and aero toys for children.

•

Educational YouTube channel.

•
•
•
•

Adharsh After School Academy
Geekz International
Green Acres Gated Community
Jhoola Activity Centre

Initial Traction:
• Vedanta Academy (CBSE School)
• Nava Bharath Nursery
and Primary School
• Wandering Artist – Cultural Hub
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UNDER INCUBATION
GRINNTECH MOTORS
AND SERVICES PVT. LTD.
www.grinntech.com

/grinntech

/grinntechl

/grinn-motors

Grinntech is a bootstrapped lithium battery technology company, working at the
forefront of the electric vehicle revolution in India. It addresses the problem of lack
of prominent and reliable Li-ion battery technology manufacturers in India, which in
turn results in high cost of imported battery packs.
Solutions offered by Grinntech are locally developed core-tech customized solutions
to bring down manufacturing and maintenance cost of batteries. This includes
development of the lithium battery pack’s electro-mechanical assembly and battery
management system technologies for stationary and automotive applications.

Puneet Jain, Chief Executive Officer, is responsible for overall
software development, business development, operations and strategy.
An alumnus of IIT Roorkee, India, Puneet comes with extensive
experience in management of technology, processes and people.
His target is to obtain one of the largest market shares in the Electric
Vehicles industry globally.

Puneet Jain

/in/puneetjain86/

Nikhilesh Mishra is responsible for inculcating the culture of innovation
within GrinnTech. His key focus is driving research and development
and pushing the efficiency benchmark. Nikhilesh is a Mechanical
Engineering graduate of IIT Roorkee, India. He has good understanding
of both mechanical and electrical domains, and his areas of expertise
spread across Lithium battery, Electrical vehicles and Energy storage.

Nikhilesh Mishra

/in/mnikhilesh/

Technology & Products:
•

Grinntech’s Battery Management System (gBMS) is modular and can be
customized in the voltage range of 48V to 1,000V with zero hardware change
and minimal software configuration.

•

Locked Smart Lithium battery pack: Works with highly secured encryption
algorithm that exchanges unique key during each use to ensure they are used only by
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authorized electric vehicles (and no other applications), and authorized charging
and swapping stations.

Growth Trajectory:
•

Major battery manufacturers like Exide, Amararaja, Exicom and Cygni are
Grinntech’s licensee for electric vehicle and grid storage battery technologies.

•

Grinntech has been working with different stakeholders, like e-vehicle
manufacturers, battery manufacturers and infrastructure companies to make
e-mobility in India technically and economically feasible. Grinntech has been playing
a key role in planned launch of different e-vehicles (like 2-Wheeler, 3-Wheeler, cars and
buses) with battery swapping (or range extender battery) service.
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GUVI GEEK NETWORK
TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD.
www.guvi.in

/guvigeek

/GuviGeek

/guvi.in

/guvigeek

/user/share4guvi

GUVI is an online learning company that offers technical video courses in vernacular languages.
These courses help students accelerate those skills which are essential to get jobs in the IT
Industry. To date, 100,000+ students from 11 states have been learning through this platform.
5000+ students have landed their dream jobs through this platform.
The application of gaming mechanics in the platform makes learning more palatable for
learners. Artificial intelligence systems in the platform adapt each student’s individual learning
needs and make learning more personalized to the learner.

M Arun Prakash, Founder/CTO holds a B.Tech in Information
Technology from Sethu Institute of Technology, Virudhunagar. He started
his professional career with Honeywell – Aerospace, KLA-Tencor –
Semiconductor Automation, Kalido – Data Warehousing, PayPal – Risk
& Analytics and Symantec – Partner Engineering. With about 15 years
of industry experience, he focuses on the technology behind the
GUVI Platform.

M ArunPrakash

/in/arunprakashm/

S P Balamurugan, Co-founder/CEO of GUVI holds an MCA from the
College of Engineering Guindy, Anna University. He was a Technologist
at PayPal and led various tech teams in PayPal, CSC and Covansys
during his 13+ year stint in the tech industry.

S P Balamurugan

/in/spbalamurugan1/

M Sridevi, Co-founder/COO holds a Bachelors in CS from Sastra
University. With 14 years of experience in the Technology industry, she
started her career in Honeywell – Aerospace, followed by TCS and
PayPal before founding GUVI. She is bold, willing to take risks and
learn from mistakes.

M Sridevi
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Products & Services:
GUVI offers in-demand technology courses like Python, Java, Machine Learning, AI, IoS,
Android, C, C+. in vernacular languages like Tamil, Telugu, Hindi, Bengali and Kannada. These
courses, offered for fresh graduates and engineering professionals, are designed with very
minimal ramp-up time for even first time programmers entering the IT industry.

Key features:
•

Course duration ranges from 40-50 hrs.

•

Gamified platform that is divided into four levels: Beginner, Player, Hunter and Pro.
The levels allow the user to pick the course complexity based on their current skill level.

•

Practice platform to help user enhance coding skills and employability.

•

Showcase of programming skills of the learners through programming profiles
created by capturing their activities in the platform.

•

Profiles shared with recruiters to help companies identify high quality candidates.

Growth Trajectory:
•

YouTube channel started in 2012; more than 1 Million views and 11,000+ Subscribers.

•

Generated revenue of INR 1.7 Crore with 54+ colleges and 100,000+ Users.

•

Strong market presence in Tamil Nadu in Chennai, Coimbatore, Erode and Puducherry.
Starting to penetrate AP, Kerala and MP.

•

Hosted more than 1000+ online technical videos in vernacular languages.

•

Technical Execution Partner for QEEE (IITM’s project) to teach Python and other technical courses.

•

Major Corporate Clients: DBS, Juspay, PayPal, GoFrugal, ChargeBee, Freshdesk, TicketGoose,
Gigamon, Urjanet, etc.

•

700+ candidates graduated from GUVI’s Mentorship Programme and placed in
Corporates and Startups.

Highlights & Awards:
•

1,00,000+ student enrollments, 150 Industry Mentors & 42 Hiring clients.

•

Featured by “Times Now” channel as a key contributor to the Digital India movement.

•

Awarded ‘Top 25 Social Entrepreneurs of the year 2016 by AFI.

•

Selected as one of Top 50 under the DST-Lockheed Martin-Tata Trusts India Innovation
Growth Programme (IIGP) 2.0 - Open Innovation Challenge 2018.

•

Selected as one of 11 startups from Google’s LaunchPad Program to attend the
Google I/O event in SFO.

•

Selected to the JioGenNext Summer 2018 cohort.

•

Winner of Crowd Product Pitch held at Chennai.
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SWADHA
ENERGIES PVT. LTD.
www.swadhaenergies.com

/Swadha-Energies-Pvt-Ltd-IIT-Madras-Research-Park

/swadha-energies-private-limited

Swadha offers customized motor control through its innovative IoT-enabled drivers. Its present
focus, among the many applications of smart motors, is the HVAC segment.

Ankit Poddar Ankit Poddar completed his B.Tech in Computer Science
from West Bengal University in 2011. He started working under Prof.
Ashok Jhunjhunwala in IIT Madras just after graduation and worked on
multiple engineering disciplines (mechanical, electrical, electronics,
communication and manufacturing). He has been working on motor
drivers since 2013 and Swadha was started in 2015 to commercialize

Ankit Poddar
/ankit-poddar-34590314

the technology. He currently handles operations, sales, business
development and supports technical aspects.

Products & Services
Variable Frequency Drive (VFD) Eurus - VFD is used to control the speed of a motor and works
in tandem with the VAV box and integrated sensor network to act as smart AC cooling based on
occupancy. Swadha’s EURUS has an in-built BTU meter and chill water flow control facility to
optimize heat load.

Variable Air Valve (VAV) Flappo Controls air from a single supply duct and
varies the airflow to each zone or room
based upon the temperature in the room.
The unit consists of a sheet metal casing
and a valve to modulate the air delivered.

Main product is an intelligent motor drive that can be used across industries.
BTU Meter - Measures the heat consumed by the AHU and generates correct bill for the clients.
Metis: Provides strong algorithms to the existing systems.
Sales happen through two channels - direct and channel partners such as BlueStar or other
ESCOs. Clients are offices and malls in Chennai and Mumbai.
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Swadha Motor Controllers Installed in Chennai

Swadha Variable Air Volume (VAV) box

Growth Trajectory:
•

First installation – won in competitive bidding against Voltas and Blue Star–
was at the IITM Research Park for INR 6 crores. 25-30 deployments
done so far.

•

Work on enhancing features in the current solution for HVAC.

New features include:
•

Enhanced user interface

•

Tablet support – mounted in a visible area for users to see the full view
of the system.

New Product Development: Proposal for BPCL to develop an efficient
system for solar powered pumps that have application in agriculture and
petrol pumps. Design broadly uses solar panel, a motor driver, a singlephase grid tie inverter and 3-phase pump set to reduce startup current
and increase energy efficiency. The project duration is 30 months, with
a grant of INR 2.25 crores and Swadha’s investment of INR 25 lakhs.

Highlights & Awards:
•

National Entrepreneurship Award 2016

•

Smart Startup by Young Entrepreneur under 30 –
ISGF Innovation Award 2018

•

Best Presentation Sustainable Green Building & Communities 2016
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SANGVINT
TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD.
WeThink is a Math assessment platform that solves the problem of - If a child cannot solve Math
problems in a certain topic, what’s the shortest learning path the child needs to take towards
mastering that topic. Unlike a traditional assessment platform, WeThink does not administer
standardized tests to indicate the child’s excellence (or lack thereof). This is a data-driven
algorithm that is adaptive and can also predict the learner’s likely performance in the next year.

Sangeetha Saranathan, a former investment banker with over 8 years
of experience, took a sabbatical from work and spent 2+ years teaching
primary and high school children in Chennai’s public schools. During
this stint, she gained a lot of insight into how personalizing makes
education relevant and truly improves learning outcomes.

Sangeetha
Saranathan

/in/sangeetha-saranathan-b24a404/

Products&Services
WeThink works closely with schools in the K-10 segment.
•

Solution helps teachers identify children with similar learning paths and
customize the learning solution for each of these groups.

•

Technology platform can also be directly accessed by students/learners
who look for more granular guidance on achieving their learning outcomes.

•

Solution stands starkly apart from other assessment platforms in which the
algorithm constantly improves in intelligence with every
additional learner’s data.

•

First 6 months spent gathering training data for algorithm development by
reaching out to partners who work with over 800 schools.

•

1+ years of product development, followed by pilot tests with 3 schools
(~1000 students) - 1 school in the Middle East, 1 public school and 1
private school in Chennai.

•

Tie-ups currently with channel partners who provide technology services to
CBSE/ICSE/IGCSE and State board schools in India; looking to reach out to
about 50 schools (~25,000 students) this year.

•

Startup has been bootstrapped and raised grant funding through the
support of IIT Madras’ Incubation Cell.
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INCUBATION SUPPORT
SUPPORT SERVICES
RTBI along with IITMIC offers many common business support services
that include, but are not limited to -

Incubation Space to
Startups - 18000 sq.ft;
1.5 – 2 years
incubation support

Business Model
Evaluation &Planning

Initial Rural linkages
and Pilot launch

IPR services, Legal &
Accounting Services

Networking Platforms,
Linkages with
public/private
funding bodies
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Mentorship –
Technology and
Business Strategy

Funding avenues
through Agencies/
venture capitalists/
Angel Investors

IITM ENTREPRENEURSHIP ECOSYSTEM
AND MENTORING SERVICES
IIT Madras (IITM) has long fostered entrepreneurship, with many campus bodies such as the Centre
for Innovation (CFI), Nirmaan (CFI’s pre-incubation initiative) and IITM’s Centre for Social Innovation
and Entrepreneurship (CSIE), focusing on innovation and entrepreneurial activities. RTBI was set up
as a formal body to incubate and provide support to entrepreneurs, arising not only out of IITM but
also for the general public, particularly those with a rural/social focus. Currently, IIT Madras has 4
Incubators; IITM’s RTBI, IITM IC, Bio-Incubator, and MedTech Incubator, working closely to leverage
each other’s strengths. Recently, the IITM incubation ecosystem has also started interacting closely
with campus bodies to build a strong support system for emerging ventures.
The IITM Research Park is a hub for entrepreneurial and technology research activities, providing
incubated businesses access to best-in class office infrastructure and allied facilities including
Conference Halls – all IITM incubators and many of IITM startups are hosted in the
IITM Research Park.
The incubation ecosystem also taps into IITM’s vast and extensive alumni network, to provide
mentoring support (with IITM Entrepreneurship Forum), tailored to help entrepreneurs navigate
the transition from ideas to successful businesses. Details of the core alumni mentor group as
well as other key mentors can be found here - http://www.incubation.iitm.ac.in/incubation/
mentorship
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The EIR programme provides startups an opportunity to interact
one-on-one with accomplished entrepreneurs. This unique
mentoring initiative is envisaged to complement classroom
learning, and for budding entrepreneurs to expand their networks
and obtain critical and immediate feedback on their ventures and
venture ideas. The present EIR is Mr. M.M. Murugappan, Vice
Chairman of Murugappa Group.

M.M.Murugappan

All RTBI startups have benefitted from the mentoring clinic
while as on date 7 companies are being closely mentored
by Mr. Murugappan.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT FROM INCUBATEES
ON BENEFITS OF MENTORING
As a mentor and role model, Prof. Ashok Jhunjhunwala has tremendously
impacted my entrepreneurial journey and overall growth. He has an innate
ability to understand each person’s strengths and limitations, really cares
about the “human” behind the entrepreneur, and mentors accordingly.

Ankit Poddar

This has really helped me refine my personality and attitude, and become
not only a better entrepreneur but also a better person.
I’m also fortunate to have been mentored by Umesh Sachdev
(Co-founder, Uniphore Software Systems) and, in the recent past,
Dr. Rajan Srikanth. Umesh’s practical and grounded approach has helped me strive harder. His
futuristic vision & constant support has a tremendous impact in not only shaping the company, but also raising
its pre-series A. Dr. Srikanth has been guiding me with investments. He is an excellent person at heart, a
brilliant strategist, with a selfless, unbiased and neutral take on things. I greatly value his insight and firmly
stick to his guidance. Overall, all IITMEF mentors are great at mentoring and do not seek any RoI - this makes
them truly special! - Ankit Poddar, Founder
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The mentoring clinics have helped Vaayusastra in varied ways. Through the
clinics, we have been able to channelize the work flow at our startup and give
structure to our functioning. Guidance by the mentors have helped us arrive at

Jagadeesh Kanna

a business plan and base our working strategy on the plan. Discussions with
mentors like Dr. Rajan Srikanth, “Vishy” Vishwanath and Viji Rao have opened
us to other platforms/avenues to capture market. A key takeaway has been
the idea of collaborating with educational startups, which we are currently
exploring fairly well. Thanks to our mentors, we also have more clarity and
have narrowed our focus to specific products/services.
- Jagadeesh Kanna, Founder

CORPORATE SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY OPPORTUNITIES
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) objectives such as
sustainable development and shared value propositions
motivate Corporations to engage in projects that have a
huge long-term positive impact on society. Companies
can now invest up to 2% of its net profits in startups
incubated in technology business incubators as their CSR
contribution.
RTBI has had an impeccable track record of enabling
sustainable and award-winning businesses that have
developed innovative solutions catering to needs of rural
and socially neglected communities. It has also pioneered
social research through its exploratory initiatives.
Being a recognized Technology Business Incubator, RTBI
through its larger parent organization, IIT Madras, initiated
efforts inviting corporates to partner with it, as part of
their CSR efforts, to support its incubation activities and
extend their contributions to society. These efforts have
borne fruit with RTBI receiving CSR funding towards social
enterprise startups.

Our deep appreciation to industry donors – ANSYS and TBO
HOLIDAYS – towards supporting incubation activities @ RTBI
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SEED SUPPORT
RTBI enables seed funding through various Government Schemes funding support to more than
59 companies (including a few IITM Incubation Cell Companies) with the help of Government
Schemes supporting start up. Details of amount funded under various schemes given below:

(Amount in ` Lakhs)

45

100

_______________________

Seed Fund – DST

125

_______________________

TDB – Fund Loan

200*

_______________________

DIT – TIDE

91.44

________________________

SSS – NSTEDB

511.44

________________________

MSME

Total

*Received ` 150 L

Large majority of companies have been funded loans out of which 11 companies have repaid
and we have satisfactory repayment from other supported companies to further support new
companies using repayment proceeds. We currently have 2% write off.

COMPANIES SUPPORTED THIS FY 17-18
SCHEMES
Technology Incubation and

COMPANIES SUPPORTED
NIL

Development of Entrepreneurs
(TIDE) Scheme — MEITY
Seed Support System — NSTEDB

EdSix Brain Lab Pvt. Ltd. (` 10 Lakhs)

Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium

Planys Technologies Pvt. Ltd. (` 2.25 Lakhs)

Enterprises Grant Scheme (MSME)

Enability Foundation (` 2.25 Lakhs)
Growtech Innovations Pvt. Ltd. (` 2.25 Lakhs)
Swadha Energies Pvt. Ltd. (` 2.25 Lakhs)

EXIM BANK SUPPORT
RTBI & EXIM Bank joint efforts of enabling credit support to eligible incubatees of RTBI through
appropriate financial structures began in 2013. This support from EXIM is towards companies
that are looking to get their products across to overseas markets.
Timely support from the bank has aided companies to springboard their ventures. Now we will
be looking to extend EXIM Bank’s support to IITM IC as well.
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TESTIMONIALS FROM INCUBATEES
ON BENEFITS OF FUNDING SUPPORT

The IITM ecosystem has offered us enormous support from inception, including seed support.
The seed support enabled us to build a sound framework for our technology based education
solutions, collect data on learning patterns from over 100,000 students and successfully
build a low-cost solution that can create a meaningful difference in learning outcomes in the
schools that straddle India’s middle and bottom of the pyramid.
Beyond this, the IITM ecosystem has offered us un-paralleled support and access to very
high quality mentors and advisors, who come with a variety of industrial and entrepreneurial
expertise. As an entrepreneur, when we begin our journey wearing many hats simultaneously,
keen insights shared by such experts enable us to avoid the many pitfalls that has hindered
the growth of many a startup before. After all, it is more fun to create a few unique
mistakes of our own, rather than repeat what others have already done.
Sangeetha Saranathan, Founder - SANGVINT TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD.

The Seed Fund support of 7.5 lakhs from IITMIC was of immense help.
We judiciously used them to bring in high level part-time teaching members to complete
the project objective and go well beyond the target set for the year. We were able to create
tests for all of 11th standard and may even complete much of 12th standard syllabus with the
funds. We also created mocktests and launched it to the world. We were happy to provide
part time employment to approximately 60 students from various colleges at various point in
time. We are now well set to support all students, teachers and schools with our course-ware
at a very affordable cost.
Due to the momentum we got in the project, we were able to create VR
supported android app in parallel.
Srini Veerasakthi, Founder - POJO SOFTWARE PVT. LTD.

The seed support given by IITMIC has helped AnimApp address the animal healthcare
market that has very little innovation and gives us the ability to actually make a difference in
providing animals with the best care possible.
Sagar Sheth, Founder - FUCHSIAGIRAFFE INNOVATIONS PVT. LTD. (ANIIMAPP)
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GRADUATED VENTURES
CYGNI
ENERGY PVT. LTD.
www.cygni.com

/CygniEnergy

/Cygni_solar

/cygni-energy-private-limited

/+CygniEnergy

/CygniEnergy

Cygni works in the Renewables, Solar-DC and Energy Management space, and provides various
Solar-DC and DC micro-grid solutions. The team aims to use solar power intelligently and bring
in significant savings to the current energy cost, thereby powering homes and businesses at
a much lower energy cost, while also contributing to a cleaner planet.

PRODUCTS/SERVICES
IBIS (Integrated Battery Inverterless
system): Lithium-Ion based
inverterless system, with remote
monitoring option, that enables
consumers power their homes at a
much lower cost and experience
doubled battery life. Offers both off
grid & grid connected option with
energy efficient DC appliances,
and is one of the most efficient and
cost effective solutions available in
the market.
• 4/8/12 home Microgrid solution: Designed
specifically for homes with low
power consumption.

GROWTH TRAJECTORY:
• Started with a small office with 4 people
working on the product idea. First success with
a small project in Rajasthan consisting of
4000 homes.
• Completed over 20,000 homes in the last
two years.
• Added 90 more Cygnians, who share common
the common goal.
• Systems now present in all corners of the country,
from Kashmir to Kerala and from Rajasthan
to Manipur.
• Worked closely with BIS and MNRE to make 48V
DC a standard for rural electrification and have
provided power to the region, which haven’t
seen electricity till date.

• A single IBIS can be used to power 4/8/12
homes to ensure cost per household
remains low, thereby making energy
access a reality.
• Team is also actively advocating for a
complete DC eco-system as we believe
that the time has come a full-circle in the
“war of currents”.

HIGHLIGHTS
•

Millennium Alliance Awards - 2018

•

ISGF Best rural Electrification project - 2017

•

Southern Region Emerging Entrepreneur Award 2017

•

Best Emerging SME Business Excellence Awards 2017 - Dun & Bradstreet

•

ISBA Award - 2016

•

Smart Green Technology Award, instituted by The Economic Times - Dec 2015.
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CLIENT TESTIMONY/FEEDBACK
We are very happy with the installed system. It is very useful during the night times. We can see
insects, rat and snakes in the dark and prevent them from getting inside our homes. It gets very
hot here in the summer season. The fan helps the kids go to sleep better and the lights help
them to study in the night.
-Budd Ram, Village head, Kanasar, Rajasthan

INVESTOR TESTIMONY/FEEDBACK
My association with Cygni began during its inception stage itself through RTBI and I have known
Venkat for some time. What attracted me to Cygni was their unique & out-of-the box approach to
solve the energy access problem. They have grown significantly over the last three years, and at
the moment, are in a position to revolutionize the rooftop solar sector along with paving the way
for next generation of DC based energy efficient appliances.
-Rahul Saraogi, Managing Director of Atyant Capital Advisor

Compact

Connected

SME Business
Excellence
Awards- 2017

Higher Returns

All weather
power

AWARDS

ISGF Innovation
Awards
2018

CII - Emerging
Entrepreneur
Award

Efficient

Green

ASSOCHAM –
SME Excellence
Awards
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EDSIX BRAIN
LAB PVT. LTD.
www.skillangels.com

/Edsix-Brain-Lab-Pvt-Ltd

/edsix-brain-lab-pvt-ltd

EdSix works in the cognitive assessment and training space, using a Puzzle and Game-based
approach. EdSix’s vision is enabling children to “Learn to Think” and “Think to Learn”. They
leverage technology to impact users across the age group spanning 3-85 years.

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
USP:
Personalized learning, Measured Outcomes,
Age Appropriateness, Early Adopters of latest
Technologies (AR/AI) Game Based Largest
Puzzle suite and Validation of impact through
research partners.

JOURNEY SO FAR

HIGHLIGHTS
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MARKET
Key customer segment includes:
• Kindergarten Kids
• Students of Grade I to XII
• Students with learning difficulties
• Corporates
• Occupational Therapy centres
Present in 40+ Schools across the country and have entered into the global

market through

partners in Singapore, Mauritius and the Middle East.
•
•
•
•
•

SILVER Winners in International
Innovators Fair
Startup Challenge Winners
Best Startup Award (TIDE Scheme)
-Ministry of Communications & IT, Govt.
of India
Winners of Hot 100 Technology Awar ds
Winners of Tech4Impact Accelerator Program

Client testimony/ feedback
It is my privilege to speak few words about SkillAngelsTM programme - 21st century learners do
not only depend on their academics but also they are curious to learn and excel in wholesome
development. They are autodidact and would like to empower their learning through a platform,
which will not be monotonous.
‘SkillAngels’ is one of the best-gamified platforms to kindle students’ skill set, which builds
confidence to sharpen their saw. This programme focuses on 5 important areas, which
actually changes their paradigm and facilitates them to achieve our mission “Education Today
Leadership Tomorrow”.
Mrs. Vijayakumari
Principal, Jain Vidyalaya
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INTELIZON
ENERGY PVT. LTD.
www.intelizon.com

/intelizon

/IntelizonEnergy

intelizon-energy-pvt-ltd/

/114286321182423238058

Intelizon is a pioneer in lithium ion-based solar systems. Started in 2007, they have installed
over 150,000 solar home systems and over 25,000 solar streetlights in India and Africa. One
of the few companies globally with lithium ion-based solar streetlights operating in the field for
over 5 years.
PRODUCTS/SERVICES
Intelizon’s solar streetlight platform,

Intelizon’s systems are installed

Zonstreet, has the following key

across most states in India and a

innovations:

few countries in Africa. The

1) Self-Autonomy: provides long

systems have been operating

backup even if cloudy for 2 weeks

in various climatic conditions,

continuously.

highlighting its reliability.

2) Remote monitoring and control via
GSM/Wi-Fi communication.
3) Inbuilt CCTV for surveillance and
security.

The problems faced by conventional
lead acid based systems (theft, poor
performance on cloudy and hot days,
etc.) are addressed by the
Zonstreet platform.

JOURNEY SO FAR
Started with home lighting systems for rural homes and changed business model
to B2B with the introduction of solar streetlights and home systems covering
fans and lights. Grown by 100% year-on-year over the past 2 years and
currently profitable.
Triple Impact so far:
1) Social: 2 million lives
2) Environmental: 30,000 metric tonnes of CO2 savings
3) Economic: over 16 million units of electricity.

MARKET
Currently appointing partners across India as well as focused on Middle East
and Africa markets. The CCTV-based lights have opened up a new segment of
security and surveillance, which should give a big boost over
the next 12-18 months.
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HIGHWAY TANZANIA

FACTORY IN THANE

TRIBAL AREAS OF NAGALAND

SOLAR PLANT, GUJARAT

HIGHLIGHTS
•

CII- Southern region award for emerging entrepreneur

•

Hyderabad green future leadership awards 2017

IN THE MEDIA:
http://www.ceoinsightsindia.

https://theceo.in/2018/02/meet-

https://news.usc.edu/88673/two-

com/vendor/intelizon-energy-

drkushant-uppal-founder-and-md-and-

alums-light-the-way-to-a-better

reinforces-smart-energy-ecosystem-

the-diligent-face-behind-thestorehouse-

-life-in-india/

withinnovative-reliable-lithiumion-

of-smart-energy-intelizon/

based-solar-dc-systems-cid-194.html
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INVENTION LABS
ENGINEERING PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.
www.inventionlabs.com

/Avazapp/

/avazapp

/invention-labs-engineering-products-private-limited

Invention Labs makes apps for children with speech disabilities such as autism, helping them to
communicate and learn the language.
PRODUCTS/SERVICES

JOURNEY SO FAR

Avaz - an “augmentative and

Ajit Narayanan, an IITM graduate, moved back to

alternative communication” app that

India from the US and started Invention Labs in 2007.

converts pictures into speech.

Collaborated with IIT Madras and Vidyasagar special
school to build Avaz - an assistive technology to

FreeSpeech - a picture-based

help children with speech disabilities. Since then,

language prediction system that

the company’s products have been used by 40,000+

automatically converts a set of

children around the world.

pictures into grammatically
correct sentences.

MARKET

HIGHLIGHTS

USA is the largest market. Avaz is

•

National Award for Empowerment of People
with Disabilities

the top-selling speech disabilities
app in India and many European

•

MIT TR35 Innovator of the Year

countries like Denmark, France,

•

TED speaker

Sweden and Spain.

•

Takeda Foundation Special Award
for Entrepreneurship

CLIENT TESTIMONY

INVESTOR TESTIMONY

“I am thrilled to see this app enter

“Speech and language learning is a very difficult

the app marketplace. It’s just what I

space to crack because there is a lot of abstraction

need as an SLP in order to

involved. Avaz and FreeSpeech are the closest

empower parents.”

products we have in the market to learn a language
in the most natural way possible. It has managed

-Heather H, SLP, Smart Apps for Kids

to capture the nuances and intricacies of many
languages.”
-Parag Dhol, Managing Director, Inventus Capital
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EDUTOR TECHNOLOGIES
INDIA PVT. LTD.
www.ignitorlearning.com

/edutortech

/edutor-technologies

Edutor Technologies has been assiduously working to transform the education landscape in
the country. Their core offering IGNITOR has enabled several institutions to move to the future
of learning effectively with robust onsite implementation. Edutor has strong relationships with
all leading publishers - the team works on addressing some of their technology needs and
expanding their digital business.
PRODUCTS

JOURNEY SO FAR

Core offering is the IGNITOR

Edutor started as a B2C company providing touch

Platform available on Android,

screen devices preloaded with class specific

Windows and iOS Platforms.

curriculum-aligned content - India’s first handheld

IGNITOR delivers ‘next generation

learning device. Over the years, Edutor evolved and

Digital Textbooks’. A “mobile first”

started partnering with schools/higher education

platform, it is the leader in 1:1

institutes/test preparation institute across India to

deployments in India and is offered

deliver next generation books to the students on

individually and as part of a

IGNITOR and presently IGNITOR has its presence

complete solution to academic

over 400 schools/institutions with over

institutions.

100,000 students

3 different segments are catered to:
K12: Schools that would like to take
their learning to the next level with
1:1 deployment
• Higher Ed: Institutions seeking to
simplify and enhance courseware
delivery to their students
• Test Prep: Institutions that seek
to widen their reach by delivering
impactful courses & distance
learning programs (DLPs)
MARKET

HIGHLIGHTS

As a company based in India, Edutor

Collaborated with the Telangana Government in

started from Hyderabad and at

the year 2016, as a pilot programme. Tablets were

present are the marketleaders

distributed in 13 schools across the state with over

within the Indian sub-continent.

4,000 students. The pilot programme was launched

Global expansion has started with

by IT Secretary, Jayesh Ranjan in TS Social welfare

active student deployments in the

Residential School, Gachibowli, Hyderabad. Since

Middle East & South Africa.

then the pilot has scaled up to 54 schools across
state covering over 14,000 students.
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Happy lot:Information Technology Secretary Jayesh Ranjan and TSWREIS Secretary Dr. R. S. Praveen Kumar with students of Social Welfare Residential School, Gowlidoddi, who proudly show their
tablets.- Photo: Mohammed Yousuf

Tablets to be distributed in 13 other schools across the State, covering 4,000 students
Under sky blue walled classrooms, children peer into the tablet gadgets trying to figure out the last lesson taught even as their
teachers and others try to explain how e-learning will help both the teachers and students.
“Very useful and we can concentrate more than the books to understand the lessons,” says Balajyoti, while her friend Tejasvi
chips in: “I can vividly imagine my lessons, especially about how untouchability still prevails.”
The seventh class girls are from among the 230 students from classes six, seven and eight from the TS Social Welfare
Residential School at Gowlidoddi (Gachibowli) who will benefit from e-learning through tablets introduced by the TSSWR
Educational Society in collaboration with Edutor Technologies.
IT Secretary Jayesh Ranjan launched the pilot programme taken up in 13 other social welfare schools across the State covering
4,000 students, and 80 were handed over here.
Each device costs about Rs.13,000, including customised content with training for teachers.
“Lessons can be made interactive, revised anywhere and tests can also be evaluated,” said Prameela, a teacher.

https://www.thehindu.com/news/cities/Hyderabad/SW-hostel-students-get-empowered/article16075581.ece
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STELLAPPS
TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD.
www.stellapps.com

/stellapps

/stellapps

/stellapps-technologies-private-limited

/shiroor

/UCBUXSFZYjCVJdeR1EjfzNLA

Stellapps is a Full Stack IoT Company for realizing Rural, Emerging Markets IoT App Store:
Leveraging the stack for use cases such as Precision Agri, Point of Procurement (PoP) & Cold
Chain with focus on supply chain optimization and Milk as the first target crop for optimization.
Data acquisition spans production, procurement & cold chain enables adjunct services such as
animal insurance & farmer payments.

PRODUCTS/SERVICES

JOURNEY SO FAR

SmartMoo™ smartAMCU™ & smartCC are

• Revenue growth at the rate of 3X YoY from 2012.

portable IoT devices and wireless-gateway,

• In the process of rolling out new products Agrupay (Direct

cloud services-based Automatic MilkCollection Unit, which is the only one-of-akind. SmartAMCU enables incentive-based
traceable and transparent milk procurement
without manual intervention, the cloud-part
of the solution provides data analysis for

Farmer Payment) and SmartER ERP(Dairy Procurement ERP).
• Recently opened Stellapps office in France and launched
trials to explore the market.
• Strong presence presently in South India, seeking to expand
to North and West India.
• Series B

in 2018. Investors include IndusAge, Bill &

improving milk productivity, storage, control

Melinda Gates Foundation, ABB Technology Ventures,

& management. The product monitors real-

Qualcomm Ventures along with Series A investors.

time temperature, volume, compressor,
agitator operation and grid/DG usage, which
enable cloud system to send critical alerts to
customers over SMS or emails.
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HIGHLIGHTS
Aegis Graham Bell Awards 2017: Winner Innovation in IoT
•

Express IT Awards 2017: Cloud Solutions Award

•

Winner at CII Emerging Entrepreneur Awards 2017

•

ASSOCHAM ICT Start-Up Awards 2017

CLIENT TESTIMONY

INVESTOR TESTIMONY

Stellapps BMC Monitoring System (ConTrak)

We are excited about our investment in Stellapps and their ability

was installed in our units. The cutting-

to establish themselves as key thought leaders, in a segment

edge technology from Stellapps helps in

which doesn’t often receive mainstream attention. We believe

reduction of fuel and electricity wastage. The

international opportunity exists for their solution and that they’re

maintenance cost of the chilling units will be

well positioned to succeed due to their ability to foresee needs

reduced and the financial conditions of the

and continuously research and bring new products to the market

BMCs will be improved, quality of the milk

they operate in. We’re looking forward to continuing to support

can be maintained. -Sri D. Ashok, Managing

their journey and welcome them to the Qualcomm

Director, Vijayapura Milk Union

Ventures family!
-Qualcomm Ventures
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SKILLVERI TRAINING
SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.
www.skillveri.com

/skillveri

/skillveri

/skillveri-training-solutions-pvt-ltd

/skillveri_

/UCcUGnRMYiTs0O773j4GRlOw

Skillveri enables better quality delivery of practical vocational skill training at
significantly lesser costs through its innovative, scalable platform of multi-skill simulators.
Founded in 2012, Skillveri is backed by reputed Venture Capital firms, the Michael & Susan
Dell Foundation and Ankur Capital.
Skillveri simulators have been used by institutions like ITIs, Polytechnic and Engineering
Colleges as well as dedicated welding training institutes and Industries like OEMs and
auto ancillary suppliers.
Sabarinath Nair, CEO

/in/sabarinathc/

PRODUCTS

JOURNEY SO FAR

Skillveri AURA Welding Simulators:

Skillveri’s flagship welding simulator is India’s largest installed

Skillveri AURA products fill the rootgap

simulator, with over 60 installations with leading industries,

in welding quality, with siz variants

training centres, etc. Customers include: Wheels India Ltd.,

across two product lines. The Aura

Carborundum Universal Ltd., HERO MotorCorp, The Indian

X Series offers advanced welding

Hume Pipe Co. Ltd., PSG Tech., Institute of Maritime Studies,

simulators using eXtended Reality (XR);

Ashok Leyland, Bharat Electronics, etc. It is now expanding into

Aura P (Portable) Welding Simulators

European, SE Asian and Middle East markets.

are the most-installed welding

The second product of painting simulators was commercially

simulators in India.

launched in March 2018. Customers include Berger Paints,

Skillveri Chroma Painting Simulators:

KANSAI Nerolac Paints Ltd., AkzoNobel, TVS and Maruti Suzuki.

Skillveri’s suite of painting simulators
includes•

Air Spray Painting Simulator

•

Airless Spray Painting Simulator

•

Electrostatic Spray Painting Simulator

•

Sand Blasting Simulator

Funds Raised:
In 2014, Seed support was provided by IITM’s RTBI.
In 2016, Seed support was provided by IITM’s Incubation Cell
(supported by Titan’s CSR Fund).
In 2015, Skillveri raised Seed funding worth ~USD 125,000 by
Ankur Capital.
Series A funding in 2016 by Michael and Susan Dell Foundation &
Ankur Capital (~USD 1.2 million).
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UNIPHORE SOFTWARE
SYSTEMS PVT. LTD.
www.uniphore.com

/Uniphore

/uniphore

/uniphore-software-systems/
/in/umeshsachdev

Uniphore Software Systems is a Chennai-based Speech Recognition Software Company founded
in 2008 by Umesh Sachdev and Ravi Saraogi. Incubated in IITM’s RTBI, Uniphore has offices
in India, Singapore, UAE and USA with about 150+ employees. Uniphore is funded by John
Chambers, Kris Gopalakrishnan, IDG, IIFL, Indian Angel Network (IAN), YourNest Fund,
and Ray Stata.
Uniphore’s products are bringing new capabilities in the technically difficult area of speech
recognition and natural language processing using AI and deep-tech solutions.
PRODUCTS

JOURNEY SO FAR

auMina – Speech Analytics

12 months of prototyping in the lab, tie-up with the

auMina is a SaaS (Software-as-

global leader in speech technologies, guidance and

a-Service) based state-of-the-art

validation from multiple academicians, seed level

speech analytics software solution

funding from an institutional investor, and hands-

for enterprises with contact centres,

on mentoring by serial entrepreneurs, has made

helps to analyze the voice-of-the

Uniphore Software Systems what it is.

customers and provide actionable
business insights.
akeria- Virtual Assistant
akeira allows consumers to ask
questions in their natural language
and get the desired answer
regardless of the many ways the
question may be asked. akeira
processes queries using natural
language processing, and instantly
provides customized and precise
results.
amVoice-Voice Biometrics
amVoice is an innovative alternative
for user identification and
authentication. With its patented
technology, amVoice is the future
of information and data security
and can be applied across industry
segments. 100+ languages | SaaSbased model
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Uniphore has now pioneered the development of
integrated speech-based applications, catering to
leaders in several industries, including banking,
financial services, healthcare, agriculture,
education and retail.
Going forward, it plans to integrate AI and Machine
Learning into their product and solution offerings,
expand to the US market, increase footprint in APAC
and become a Unicorn in the next 5 years.

MARKET

HIGHLIGHTS

Uniphore has worked with over 70

League of 10 – NASSCOM Emerge 50

enterprise customers and served

Awards - 2017

over 4 million end users. Currently its

•

start up engagement programme – 2017

operations are spread across India,
APAC and USA.

Winner of collab – MetLife’s inaugural corporate

•

Deloitte Technology Fast 500 Company –
Asia Pacific 2014

•

Deloitte Technology Fast 50 company –
India 2014

•

Best Incubatee Award – ICT Category at
ISBA Awards – 2011

•

Uniphore receives the Pride of India
Awards by IDG Ventures (2015)

CLIENT TESTIMONY

INVESTOR TESTIMONY

Uniphore’s Speech Analytics Solution

I am a big believer in India and its potential for

has helped us achieve over 80%

producing globally relevant startups like Uniphore.

reduction in regulatory compliance

The company was able to foresee the growing need

cost for monitoring interactions in
the contact center.
–

Leading American financial
services provider.

for deep technology in speech recognition and
has innovated ahead of the market to capture this
significant opportunity. During my time working with
and mentoring Umesh, I have been impressed with
his leadership and passion for improving customer
experiences, and his ability to build a world-class
team of software experts.
John Chambers – Founder and CEO, JC2 Ventures |
Chairman Emerit us – Cisco
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OUTREACH &
NETWORKING
1)THINK LIKE A STARTUP (TLAS) SERIES
RTBI has been working with other innovation/entrepreneurship-focused campus bodies
to motivate and support IITM community startups. The ‘Think Like A Startup’ series is one
such effort. These are largely aimed at IITM students with some external participation.
The sessions are a mix of talks, discussion panels and idea validation sessions.

DATE

TITLE

GUEST SPEAKERS/MENTORS

Startup: Now or Later?

Umesh Sachdev (Uniphore), Vivek Rajkumar
(Airwood), Kavitha Sairam (Fib-Sol)

March 3, 2016

Startup Asks: Have you found
your co-founder?

EdSix Brain Lab Pvt. Ltd. (` 10 Lakhs)
Padmapriya (Vital Bioscientific), Visakh &
Jacob (PiBeam) and Sridevi & Bala (GUVI).

March 10, 2016

Startup Asks: Who do you
listen to?

Senthil Nathan, Varun Sridharan (Greenvironment), Thiru Srinivasan, Ankit Poddar (Swadha)

August 25, 2016

Startup Differently

Rohit Roy (Founder and CEO, AdNuance.com,
San Francisco, San Francisco, US)

Startup Sector Saga: Analytics
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=ORvd4dLz6vY

Prakash Gurumurthy, KalyanVaidyanathan
(Nadhi), Priyesh (Fadstreet - Nirmaan)

November 9, 2016

Startup Idea Evaluation:
Exploring Edutech

Vaidya Nathan, Srividya Raman

February 16, 2017

Get your IoT ideas heard &
Meet Boston entrepreneur

Jos Sheffelaar (Boston, US)

Creative Thinking for Startups

Shiva Subramaniam (IITM GDC)

February 25, 2016

September 28,
2016

March 21, 2018
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2)BRAINSTORM TO BUILD DOMAIN
SPECIFIC STARTUPS
IIT Madras along with its innovation/entrepreneurial/incubation ecosystem partners, is
conducting brainstorming workshops to identify and popularize new, workable and sustainable
ideas. This is done in a step-by-step approach beginning with understanding the challenges in
key domain areas and then delving deeper into the following important aspects. This is intended
for the large IITM community (faculty, students, research scholars).

Two brainstorming workshops have been held so far with great participation
from the IITM community
Edition 1 | Medical Devices | August 13, 2016

Key Discussion Points
• India specific challenges & gaps in this domain
• Entrepreneurial opportunities of diagnostic &
therapeutic devices in terms of problem
identification, product development & business
modelling; their respective challenges

Edition 2 | Electric Vehicles | October 1, 2016

Key Discussion Points
• Aspects discussed: charging infrastructure,
battery swapping & reuse technology, clean
energy for charging EVs, sustainability aspects,
political and social dimensions, subsidies, etc.,
• Entrepreneurial opportunities in EV, R&D,
product development, future scope, their
respective challenges
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GOVERNING BOARD MEMBERS

Dr. Bhaskar Ramamurthi
Chairman
Director, IIT Madras

Dr. Krishnan Balasubramanian
Dean IC&SR, IIT Madras

Mr. H.K. Mittal
Advisor & Head, NSTEDB, DST
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Dr. Ashok Jhunjhunwala
Co-Chairman,
Professor, EE Dept, IIT Madras

Dr. V.R. Muraleedharan
Professor, Dept. of Humanities &
Social Sciences, IIT Madras

Dr. R. Ramaraj
Senior Advisor, Sequoia Capital

Dr. Timothy A. Gonsalves
Director, IIT Mandi

Dr. Thillai Rajan
Professor, Dept. of Management
Studies, IIT Madras

Mr. Puneet Gupta
Co-founder, IFMR Trust
and Kaleidofin Pvt. Ltd.

FINANCIAL STATEMENT
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PORTFOLIO
www.incubation.iitm.ac.in/portfolio
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FULL PORTFOLIO OF IITM
INCUBATED COMPANIES:
www.incubation.iitm.ac.in/portfolio
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FUNDING PARTNERS

DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY (DST),
GOVERNMENT OF INDIA,
NEW DELHI

MINISTRY OF ELECTRONICS
AND INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY

TECHNOLOGY
DEVELOPMENT BOARD,
GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

MICRO, SMALL AND
MEDIUM ENTERPRISES
(MSME), GOVERNMENT
OF INDIA

NATIONAL SCIENCE &
TECHNOLOGY
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
DEVELOPMENT BOARD
(NSTEDB)

DEPARTMENT OF
BIO-TECHNOLOGY (DBT),
GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

